CS 600.226: Data Structures
Michael Schatz

Sept 26, 2016
Lecture 10: More Stacks and Queues

Assignment 3: Due Sunday Sept 25 @ 10pm

Remember: javac –Xlint:all & checkstyle *.java & JUnit
Solutions should be independently written!

Assignment 4: Due Sunday Oct 2 @ 10pm

Remember: javac –Xlint:all & checkstyle *.java & JUnit
Solutions should be independently written!

Growth of functions

http://bigocheatsheet.com/

Growth of functions
Trying every
possible permutation

Trying every
possible subset

Processing every element in a square array,
Comparing every element to every other element

Finding the nearest Pokemon stop
from every other stop with a k-d tree

Linear Search

Finding an element in a balanced tree,
Simple arithmetic, simple comparison,
array access
http://bigocheatsheet.com/

Part 1: Stacks

Stacks
Stacks are very simple but surprisingly
useful data structures for storing a
collection of information
• Any number of items can be stored, but you
can only manipulate the top of the stack:
• Push: adds a new element to the top
• Pop: takes off the top element
• Top: Lets you peek at top element’s
value without removing it from stack
Many Applications
• In hardware call stack
• Memory management systems
• Parsing arithmetic instructions:
((x+3) / (x+9)) * (42 * sin(x))
• Back-tracing, such as searching within a
maze OR undo command in MS Word

Introducing the call stack
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int f(int a) {
int y = 42;
int z = 13;
…
int x = g(13 + a);
…
return x + y + z;
}
int g(double a) {
return h(a*2);
}
int h(double x) {
int k = (int) x;
return k+1;
}
static public void main() {
int val = f(15);
System.out.println(val);
}

h
Return val to g line 501
x=56
k=56
val = 57
g
Return val to f line 400
a=28
val = <h(56)>
f
Return val to main line 510
a = 15
y = 42
z = 13
x = <g(28)>
main
val = <f(15)>

Introducing the call stack
The call stack keeps track of the local variables and
return location for the current function. This makes it
possible for program execution to jump from function to
function without loosing track of where the program
should resume
A stack frame records the information for each function
call, with local variables and the address of where to
resume processing after this function is complete.
=> Take a computer architecture course for more info
Importantly the computer only needs to add or
remove items from the very top of the stack,
making it easy for the computer to keep track of
where to go next!
More generally, stacks are a very useful data
structure for Last-In-First-Out (LIFO) processing

h
Return val to g line 501
x=56
k=56
val = 57
g
Return val to f line 400
a=28
val = <h(56)>
f
Return val to main line 510
a = 15
y = 42
z = 13
x = <g(28)>
main
val = <f(15)>

Fibonacci Sequence
public static int fib(int n) {
if (n <= 1) {
return 1;
}
return fib(n-1) +
fib(n-2);
}
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The computer has to keep track of
all of these function calls and
keep everything in order!

RPN Notation
We usually write arithmetic with “infix” notation:
1+2*3
=> 7
But this can be tricky to parse because of complex order of operations
To simplify this, many systems use “Reverse Polish Notation” (RPN)
invented by logician Jan Łukasiewicz in the 1920s:
• Operator follows the operands:
34+
=> 7
Such systems often use a stack to manage the calculation:
• Numbers pushed onto stack
• Operator means pop off the last two values from the stack, calculate the
results, and then push result back onto stack
123*+

=> 1 (2 3 *) +

=> 1 6 +

=> 7

RPN Notation
Solve: 5 1 2 + 4 × + 3 −

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reverse_Polish_notation

RPN Notation
Solve: 5 1 2 + 4 × + 3 −

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reverse_Polish_notation

Stack Interface
public interface Stack<T> {
// checks if empty
boolean empty();
// peeks at top value without removing
T top() throws EmptyException;
// removes top element
void pop() throws EmptyException;
// adds new element to top of stack
void push(T t);
}

How would you implement
this interface?
Why?

Stack JUnit Tests (1/2)
import org.junit.Test;
import org.junit.Before;
import static org.junit.Assert.assertEquals;
public class TestStack {
private Stack<Integer> stack;
@Before
public void makeStack() {
stack = new ListStack<Integer>();
}
@Test
public void testNewEmpty() {
assertEquals(true, stack.empty());
}
@Test
public void testPushNotEmpty() {
stack.push(12);
assertEquals(false, stack.empty());
}
@Test
public void testPushPopEmpty() {
stack.push(12);
stack.pop();
assertEquals(true, stack.empty());
}

Stack JUnit Tests (2/2)
@Test
public void testPushTopEqual() {
stack.push(12);
int hack = stack.top();
assertEquals(12, hack);
}

@Test
public void testLotsOfPush() {
for (int i = 0; i < 100; i++) {
stack.push(i);
}
int pops;
for (pops = 0; !stack.empty(); pops++) {
int hack = stack.top();
assertEquals(99-pops, hack);
stack.pop();
}
assertEquals(100, pops);
}
}

ListStack vs ArrayStack
ListStack

head

ArrayStack

int [] arr
int top

Node

Node

Node

Node
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value
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next

null

ListStack
vs.
ArrayStack

Which is better?
Why?

ArrayStack versus ListStack
ListStack has some nice properties:
• Unbounded: keep adding items to the stack until you run out of memory
• Push, pop, and top are all constant time
• (Pretty) Simple implementation
But also has significant overhead:
• You may end up dedicating more memory to node references (8 bytes each)
than to the values that you are storing (4 bytes per int, 1 byte for char, etc)
• The values may be distributed all over RAM which can incur a penalty on
some hardware
• See computer architecture class for details
ArrayStack has some nice properties:
• Minimal overhead to storing items:
• 8 bytes for a reference to the entire array with N elements
• (Pretty) simple implementation:
• pop just decrements one number, top is a quick array lookup
But also has a significant challenge/limitation
• Sometimes push() may be impossible (throw a StackOverflow exception), or
expensive (copy entire array to a new larger array)

StackArray Interfaces
public interface BoundedStack<T> {
void push(T t) throws FullStackException;
void pop() throws EmptyStackException;
T top() throws EmptyStackException;
boolean empty();
boolean full();
}
public interface UnboundedStack<T> {
void push(T t);
void pop() throws EmptyStackException;
T top() throws EmptyStackException;
boolean empty();
}

Could we have UnboundedStack extend BoundedStack or vice-versa?
Nah: BoundedStack extends Unbounded will have different semantics!
Unbounded extends Bounded will have weird methods/exceptions:
full() method or FullException for Unbounded

StackArray Interfaces
public interface Stack<T> {
void pop() throws EmptyStackException;
T top() throws EmptyStackException;
boolean empty();
}
public interface UnboundedStack<T> extends Stack<T> {
void push(T t);
}
public interface BoundedStack<T> extends Stack<T> {
void push(T t) throws FullStackException;
boolean full();
}

This would work, although weird because push() has to be separately
introduced

Array Growing
If the array size starts at 1, how expensive will it be to grow to 1M if we
copy one element at a time?

1
1M push()s will require a total of
2
3

1+2+3+4+5+6+…+999,999 copies
= 0.5MM steps!
O(n2) performance !

4
5
6

Array Doubling
If the array size starts at 1, how expensive will it be to grow to 1M?
How many doublings will it take?
How many times will an item be copied?
1

How many rounds of doubling?
lg(1M) = 20

2
How many total copies?
4

1+2+4=8+16+32+…+512k = 1M
Whats the total runtime for n pushes?

8
16
32

O(n) "

Geometric series

½ + ¼ + 1/8 + 1/16 + 1/32 + 1/64 + 1/128 … = 1
A geometric series is a series with a constant ratio between successive terms.

a=½

r = 1/2

(1/2) [ (1-1/2 lg n) / (1-1/2) ] = (1/2) [ (1-0) / (1/2) ] = (1/2) / (1/2) = 1

Amortized Analysis
The amortized cost per operation for a sequence of n operations
is the total cost of the operations divided by n
Example: If we have 100 operations at cost 1, followed by one operation at
cost 100, the amortized cost per operation is 200/101 < 2.
The reason for considering amortized cost is that we will be interested in data
structures that occasionally can incur a large cost as they perform some kind
of rebalancing or improvement of their internal state, but where such
operations cannot occur too frequently. In this case, amortized analysis can
give a much tighter bound on the true cost of using the data structure than a
standard worst-case-per-operation bound.
Note that even though the definition of amortized cost is simple,
analyzing it will often require some thought.
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs/academic/class/15451-s10/www/lectures/
lect0203.pdf

Part 2: Queues

Stacks versus Queues

LIFO: Last-In-First-Out
Add to top +
Remove from top

FIFO: First-In-First-Out
Add to back +
Remove from front

Queue Applications
Whenever a resource is shared among
multiple jobs:
• accessing the CPU
• accessing the disk
• Fair scheduling (ticketmaster, printing)
Whenever data is transferred
asynchronously (data not necessarily
received at same rate as it is sent):
• Sending data over the network
• Working with UNIX pipes:
• ./slow | ./fast | ./medium
Also many applications to searching
graphs (see 3-4 weeks)

FIFO: First-In-First-Out
Add to back +
Remove from front

Queue ADT

dequeue()

front()
1
2

Bonus question
on Assignment 4

3
…
…
(back)

enqueue()

Next Steps
1.

Reflect on the magic and power of stacks and queues!

2.

Review Assignment 4: Due Sunday 3 Oct 2 @ 10:00 pm

3.

Watch Presidential Debate
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Reflect on the magic and power of stacks and queues!
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Review Assignment 4: Due Sunday 3 Oct 2 @ 10:00 pm

3.

Watch Presidential Debate

Welcome to CS 600.226
http://www.cs.jhu.edu/~cs226/

Questions?

